Project Jerome

Jerome (who died in 420) was a church father providing a translation of the Old Testament from Hebrew into spoken Latin. Jerome is regarded as the patron saint of translators. Our project is named after him because of its particular focus on translation and communication.
WHAT DO WE MEAN BY INCLUSION?

Inclusion is a human right embedded in the UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities. By signing this agreement, Germany is only at the beginning of a long process to putting inclusion to practice.

**Inclusion means unlimited access to the environment for everyone.**

By more acceptance, openness, tolerance and a better cooperation we build the basis for an inclusive society.

“Nothing About Us Without Us“

*Hubert Hüppe*
BUT STILL TODAY...

...projects are started in order to find solutions for persons with disabilities without involving persons with disabilities.

...in the fields of education, culture, and politics, persons with disabilities are being treated as supplicants.

WE DO NOT WANT A SPECIAL STATUS...

...we want the economic, cultural, spatial, social and institutional inclusion.

“Living together with You“

Mahatma Gandhi
PEOPLE WITH HEARING IMPAIRMENTS

There is just one concise remark that gets to the heart of it:

“Not being able to see isolates you from objects. Not being able to hear isolates you from people.” Immanuel Kant

What is the significance of HEARING?

- language acquisition
- receiving additional information on a social and emotional level
- warning function
- orientation

Too many people fail to realize that real communication goes in both directions.

Lee Lacocca
People with hearing impairments may be deaf, hard of hearing or late-deafened. However, they have one thing in common: they need aids and assistance in order to communicate.

- technical aids (hearing aids, flashing lights etc.)
- human resources (interpreters, communication assistants and others)
PEOPLE WITH HEARING IMPAIRMENTS

In Europe there are approx. 2 million people who are deaf. As to the number of the hard of hearing, the figures vary from 20 to 50 million. Unfortunately, there is no precise information.

About 80,000 deaf people are living in the Federal Republic of Germany. According to the German federation of the hard of hearing (Deutscher Schwerhörigenbund) there are approx. 16 million hard of hearing. About 140,000 of them are having a degree of disability of more than 70 percent and depend on sign language interpreters.
In 2013, the German Deaf Association (Deutscher Gehörlosenbund) published a brochure on disaster prevention which is unfortunately no longer available.

From my point of view, the following issues are of importance:
Inclusion – a challenge for disaster prevention

PROJECT JEROME

Application no 1:
Emergency calls – free of charge and barrier-free

Application no 2:
Information - free of charge and barrier-free

Application no 3:
Prevention - free of charge and barrier-free

Application no 4:
Sustainability

The existence of language as a language system is also possible without speech (spoken language).

Summary of the definition of the nature of language

F. de Saussure
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Application no 1:

Emergency calls – free of charge and barrier-free

According to national and European rules of law, service providers and network operators are obliged to provide basic functions for emergency calls:
Local emergency posts are to be available quickly and free of charge by using the European short code 112 as well as the German national short code 110.
Information in electronic networks about the location of the caller are to be provided subject to data protection.

Source: German Federal Network Agency

We have a solution for barrier-free and quick emergency calls – according to the requests.
Applicability throughout Europe

Inclusion – a challenge for disaster prevention

The existence of language as a language system is also possible without speech (spoken language).
Summary of the definition of the nature of language

F. de Saussure
HandHelp™
by App-Sec-Network®

The App for all emergencies

- Without telephone call
- Without voice
- In seconds
to police and fire brigade possible

A guardian angel for everybody in case of e.g.:

- accident
- violence
- burglary
- fir
- S.O.S system
- illness
- threatening
- robbery
- travels/holidays
- showing civil courage
HandHelp™ by App-Sec-Network®

The App for all emergencies

TRY IT NOW, FOR FREE

For whom is HandHelp? What can HandHelp do? How to contact us?

- Children & Teenagers
- Senior citizens
- Singles
- Migrants
- Travellers & Tourists
- People with disabilities
- People in need of care
- From April onwards also for Apple’s iOS!

- Emergency call without telephone call
- Message in seconds
- Applicable worldwide
- Silent alarm directly to police, fire brigade possible
- Info to trusted persons
- Precise data about location and time

App-Sec-Network UG
Gradestr. 36 • 12347 Berlin

Web: www.notruf-app.eu

Mail: support@app-sec.de
Tel: +49 (0)30 / 22 32 15 74
Mo. to Fr. 11-14 Uhr
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Application no 2:

Information – free of charge and barrier-free

The Ordinance on Barrier-Free Information Technology (BITV 2.0) in accordance with the German Act on Equal Opportunities for Disabled Persons draws up the requirements for internet services to be met by the federal administration. As a result of this ordinance disabled persons can generally use information provided by federal institutions via public websites and services without restrictions.

Source: Federal Ministry for Labour and Social Affairs

such as barrier-free homepages or films

We have the technology and the staff – according to the requests.

Applicability throughout Europe

The existence of language as a language system is also possible without speech (spoken language).

Summary of the definition of the nature of language

F. de Saussure
Application no 3:

**Prevention – free of charge and barrier-free**

Prevention is the term for measures taken to avoid unwanted events or situations that could occur with a certain likelihood if no measures are taken.

Source: Wikipedia.de

**disaster – provisions/prevention, fire and accident prevention, etc.**

We have the interpreters and the competence for the implementation – according to the requests.

**Applicability throughout Europe**
The basic idea of sustainability is to provide a benefit for everybody and for all time, also beyond the period of the project.

This can be achieved by various negotiations with authorities and sponsors so to ensure a long-term funding.

We have the staff. Throughout Europe
We are pleased to be your contact in terms of implementation.

What do we need right now? Ideational and fiscal support in order to start and boost Project Jerome.

Zentrum für Kultur visuelle Kommunikation der Gehörlosen Berlin/Brandenburg e.V.
Persiusstr.1
14469 Potsdam
Germany

www.zfk-bb.de
steffen.helbing@zfk-bb.de
THANK YOU VERY MUCH

... Do you have any further questions?
Please contact me...

In the farewell the breath of the memory is located.

***
Please remember us.

www.zfk-bb.de
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